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ABSTRACT
Machine learning is an application of artificial
intelligence (AI). Machine learning focuses on the
development of computer programs that can access data.
machine learning is frequently used in cancer diagnosis
and detection. Among the better designed and validated
studies, it is clear that machine learning methods can be
used to improve the accuracy of predicting
cancer susceptibility, recurrence and mortality.
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Usually we measure the distance of all the objects, used
for classification, to the target object and assign to it the
class more common within its k nearest neighbors. An
example is shown in Figure 1 where the target object is
shown as the black point with an interrogation mark. The
example shows nine objects with two classes. The table
in the figure shows the Euclidean distances of some
neighbors to the target object sorted in ascending order.
If we use 3 of the neighbors for classification the class
assigned to the target object will be in this case“a”.

1. INTRODUCTION

3. SOLUTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

The kNN algorithm is a non-parametric instance based
algorithm that can be used for regression and classification.
In k-nearest neighbors’ algorithm (k-NN) is a nonparametric method used for classification and regression.
In. It classifies a target object based on the number of
members of the class nearest to it. both cases, the input
consists of the k closest training examples in the feature
space. The output depends on whether k-NN is used for
classification or regression: In k-NN classification, the
output is a class membership. calculating the relative
position between license plate and vehicle. Few people
calculate the yaw angle of vehicle to the lane using an
image; most of the researchers use a sensor.

We implemented the kNN algorithm and run simulations
using the breast cancer prognosis data. The original data
has 289 records of breast cancer patients, but four of these
records lack the number of lymph nodes and we excluded
them in this study. The breast cancer has 2 classes are
magninent and begnin. Algorithm decides whether the
tumor is magninent or not. Each record has 32 features.
The first one is the ID of the patient, the second one
indicates with one letter the recurrence (R) or not
recurrence of cancer (N).The KNN algorithm is as follows:

scheme consists in giving each neighbor a weight of 1/d,
where d is the distance to the neighbor. The neighbors are
taken from a set of objects for which the class (for k-NN
classification) or the object property value (for k-NN
regression) is known. This can be thought of as the training
set for the algorithm, though no explicit training step is
required. A peculiarity of the k-NN algorithm is that it is
sensitive to the local structure of the data.

2. MOTIVATION
An algorithm by blending shapes and colors characteristic
of lane is proposed and it enables quick and accurate
identification of lane and calculate the vehicle

1.Load the data in instance space form.
2.Select K value where k is no of nearest neighbor included
in majority voting process .Consider 2 cases
* If k lowest: noisy, less stable prediction
*If K high :forever to process ,more stable prediction
with increasing errors
Select k value is very important task
*Hence select the value of k in by :
a)square root of n where n is total number of data
instances
b)odd value of k to avoid confusion between two classes
3. For each instance in the data
a)Calculate the Euclidean distance with formula
Distance(d)= √(x - a)² + (y - b)²
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b) Add the Euclidean distance to dataset
4.Pick the first K entries which have shortest Euclidean
distance
5.Get the labels of the selected K entries
6.New instance belong to class with majority voting

5.APPLICATION
1. This KNN algorithm increases the accuracy of diagnosis
such as breast cancer and other diseases.
2. The algorithm can be used to enhance the automated
diagnosis which include diagnosis of multiple diseases
showing similar symptoms.
Future Scope
1. This work can be extended to surveillance application
and monitoring the patient health.
2. Extensive Research can be carried out on this
application using this techniques.
3. In addition, a more detailed dataset can be developed
which covers additional attribute related to patient medical
history.

This graph shows accuracy on shape and size of tumors.
So algorithm uses different types of libraries such as
numpy, scipy, matplotlib to help in prediction. Here Knearest algorithm has 5 neighbor points and from that it
decides class of new data from dataset.
Algorithm works very well and we got accuracy of 93%.
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. ARCHITECTURE

6.CONCLUSION
We have implemented and run several simulations with the
kNN algorithm to evaluate its accuracy when using it for
breast cancer recurrence prediction. The implementation
of the algorithm was done in Python . The running time is
of almost two hours in a 2.7 GHz PC for the 940,500
simulations run when generating average, maximum, and
minimum values for nineteen settings of k as shown in
figures 5 to 9. Our results show that the kNN algorithm is
simple and powerful, but it also could give very poor
results. Our implementation is the simplest one and uses
all the 32 values of the record of a patient. We plan to study
it when applying to it principal component analysis to
determine the most important features in a record. We also
plan to study the effect of using other distance definitions
as a measure of similarity . There are a lot of variants for
the kNN algorithm .We plan to study and evaluate them for
cancer prognosis and expect to develop and suggest new
approaches to improve it
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